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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a method for the solution of large,

sparse, symmetric sets of linear equations employing the ïn-

complete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient (rCCC) method.

The incomplete Cholesky preconditioning technique is pre-

sented and modified to be compatible with a sparse zollen-

kopf ]inked-1ist storage scheme. A windowed preconditioning

technique $¡as employed that resulted in a substantial reduc-

tion of the overall computational time.

À modification to the originaL algorithm makes it suita-

ble for handling Dirichlet boundary conditions arising from

a finite eLement discretization of electric field problems.

Also, the preconditioned conjugate gradient method was able

to obtain a soluÈion to the pure Neumann field problem (a

singular matrix problem).
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Numerical discretization of f ield problems using f inite eie-

ment or finite difference methods yields a system of simul-

taneous linear equations. The set of eguations are usually

written in matrix form as Sg=Þ, where S is the system matrix

of order N,9 is a vector of N unknowns and Þ is the forcing

vector of N terms.

The matrices which generally result from the use of a Fi-

nite Element Method (fe¡,f) or Finite Difference Method (FDl.{)

on f ield probl-ems are usually:

1. symmetric, positive definite;

2. sparse; and

3. Iarge (typically 500 to 10,000 Unknowns) .

Iterative solution techniques (e.9. successive over-re-

laxation) , though storage conscious, are often "subjective"

in that they may require a few iterations before an optimum

acceleration parameter for acceptable solution timeS can be

determined. This thesis focuses on the Conjugate Gradient

(CG) method, a hybrid direct-iterative process used to solve

systems of linear equations. The CG method, discussed in

Chapter II, wâs first developed by Hestenes and Stiefel tll

in 1952. The method, however, did not gain popularity due

I



to its excessive storage requirements as well as the limited

storage resources of earlier computers. The method was re-

cently recognízed by Reid l2l as an effective equation sol-

ver for large sparse sets of Iinear equations. Chapter III
presents a modification of the CG algorithm, known as pre-

conditioning, which increases the efficiency of the CG meth-

od particularily in the case of ilL-conditioned systems.

Chapter Iv is a presentation of the sparsity technique

that is adapted to conjugate gradients. Much of the currenL

literature does not dwell on conjugate gradient sparsity

techniques. This thesis presents a sparsity method, âD ad-

aptation of a Zollenkopf storage scheme, that appears to be

ideaI. Moveover, this thesis presents a modified sparse

preconditioning technique which calculates no filI-ins.
Storage techniques and system matrix topologies, with re:

spect to solution convergence, are also discussed.

Chapters V and VI involve the FEM and FDM techniques used

for modelling field problems and their resulting soluÈions

with the preconditioned CG method. Some applications of the

method to non-symmetric systems of linear equations are dis-

cussed. Benefits arising from the application of the pre-

conditioned CG method to nonlinear iterative problems are

revealed. À comparison with another sparse solu!:ion techni-

que known as the Zollenkopf bi-factorisation method is pre-

sented in Chapter VI.
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ChaPter I I

THE CONJUGÀTE GRADIENT METHOD

The conjugate gradient algorithrn is formulated in the func-

tional sense invoJ.ving the minimization of a residual.' A

direction vector is specified and its magnitude is scaled

such that an error functional is minimized.

The solution is sought to the system of linear equations

represented as

sq=q (2.1)

where S is a s.quare

vector of length N;

Àn iterative process

of order N; Q is the unknown

of N coef f icients.

def ined as

matrix

and Þ

of degree

is a vector

one t3l is

where 0k

iterative

(rn a

would

is a constant and g

c onve rgedprocess has

oug(k) = o

practical computation, the right hand

be a sma1J., but arbitrary vector, I . )

0
(k+ 1) _

0
(k) *okL (k) (2 ,2)

is a vector of length N. The

when

(2 .3)

side of (2.3)

This im¡-'11st

The derivation of the method is purposely meant to be ex-
tensive since discussions on the subject of conjugate 9ra-
dients are scattered throughout much of the literature.
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that

0

The kth residual vector is defined as

r (k) (k)
=U- S0

The kth error vector is

(k) (k)
e =h-0

or

(k ) bS

Let h be the exact solution to (2.1), i.e

t(k)=q-sh*s"(k)

, (k) 
=b_b*s" 

(k)

1bh=S

(2 .4)

(2.s)

(2 .6)

(2.7 )

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

( 2.11)

o 
(k ) =h_e 

(k)

Substituting (2.8) into (2.5)

r 
(k) 

=u-s tq-" 
(k) 

)

r (k) _c^ (k)

4

(2.12)



and

(2.13)

Àt thís point an error measure is defined so that it may be

minimized. Define

V(0)=<e, Ke> (2.r4)

where K is an arbitrary N by N matrix. From (2.13)

Y(0)=<s- Ir, KS- tr> (2.15)

Equation (Z,t+) is analagous to the sguare of the length of

the error vector. If K is chosen to be a positive definite

matrix, the quantity will be non-negative t3l. In this

case, h, the exaçt solution, will be the minimum point of Y.

Expanding (2.15)

v(E)=t'¡s-r¡rrcrs-Ir ( 2.16 )

À choice for K to simplify (2.16) is K

reduces to

s. Equation (2.16)

Y (0) ="7 (2 .r7 )

and more conveniently

Y (Ô) =<r, s
-Ir) (2.18)

" 
(k) 

=s- r, (k)

¡s-1;Tt

Àr0 = Þ, the gradient of Y(9) = 0, i . e. the

negative gradient of V is the direction

zero vector.

of steepestThe

5



descent at

À)

0(k) . Taking the gradient of (Z.fA) (Àppendix

dv(g) 
=:(s-11)r, * dr^,, (2.re)

do d0 d0

dv(q) ¿rft r ¿ct'l

.O = 
;-tt 

')'l * 
ã-t 

't

and since (s-r)T = r-t
dv (E) ¿J

=2-S
d0 d0

Substituting (2,5) into (2,2I) for I gives

dv(o) d -
do d0-

(See Àppendix e). Equation Q.22) becomes

dv (0)
_= _25

d0

which reduces to
dv(0)

- -LL

do

When 
-E

h the exact solution, (2,24) reduces to

dV(E) _^
do fL

-1

(2.20)

(2.2t)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

r

-E]sr1s- ''

Ts-tt

6



or

(2.26)
h

which implies that I = g at Q = !. In the definition of an

iterative process Q.2), 0 was chosen to be a constant.

The next step is to minimize the error measure at g.=L*oP,

i .e. V (E) = V(ø+crp) This may be done by taking the gra-

dient of v (E+op) wi th respect to c)¿ , and equat in9 the gra-

dient to zero to f ind the optimum c, to minimize v (E+*o¡

v (Ð =<r, s- tlì (2.2"7 )

Substi.tuting (2.5) into (2,27 ) results in

Y(Ð=< (L-SE),S- I (b-SO) > (2.28)

Replacing g with 0+cxp in (2.28) gives

v ¡q*a¿) =<b-s ({*op) , s- I (q- s (Q+cr¿) ) > (2.29)

,l (E.crÐ =<b- S0-osL, s- t (L- s0- osL) > ( 2.30 )

v (E+clL) =<r-osL, s- I (r-as¿) > ( 2. 31)

\Y (E+oL) =(r, S ttì-.t,o¿t-<oS¿, S- I r>+<sSP_,oL>

-2r=0
0=

7

(2.32)



V (E+oL) = 
( r, S I r) - o( r, ¿> - o< S[, S 

- I r>+s 2 ç Sp_, g, (2.33)

Expanding the third term of (2.33)

<sg,S r1>=t'(t S¿ (2.34)

<Sg, S- r¡->=f g- I sg (2.3s)

<S¿, S- tg=f ip- (2.36)

(2 .37 )

and from Appendix À,

<Sg, S- tlt=" rgt (2.38)

Substituting (2.38) into (2.33) gives

V ($+cxÐ =(r, S t r>-2o<f ,pl*o'.SL,pl (2.39)

V is minimized when o is optimized. Taking the deriva-

tive of v (0+crp) with respect to cl ,

-t)T

<Sg, S- t tl='g,l'

dv(0.0Ð
= 0 = -2<L,y,+2ocS¿,pJ

da
(2 .40)

I



and
<r, L>

d
tP-,sP

For the kth iteration, (2.4L) becomes

.r(u),P_(k),

(2.4r)

(2.42)
% (k)

, sP-
(k) 

>tg

The vectors that remain to be derived are the r (residual)

and p (direction) vectors

The conjugate gradient method relies on the choice of the

di rect i on vectors be ing S-orthogonal , '

.p-(t),rL(i)>=o ,ifi (2.43)

while the residual vectors remain orthogonal, i.e

0 , ilj (2 .41)<ï(i),r(j),

Since S is positive def inite, then <

Às a result, the direction vectors,

pendent and the solution, !, may be

?/9Sp .t
P

p(i ) are 1 inearly inde-

as [3,45]expre s sed

n = 
tilo.o(i) (2.4s)
i=o t'

Choosing g such that it is S-orthogonal (2.43) and r such

that it is orthogonal (2,44) places a constraint on the num-

ber of iterations reguired for the CG method to converge.

Since the ¡ and p vectors enforce two orthogonality condi-

tions simultaneous).y, it implies that they must both be zero

Commonly referred to as nÀ-orthogonal" t3].
9-
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at the Nth iteration. Direction vectors constructed after

the Nth iteration cannot be Iinearly independent since the

system of equations is only of dimension N. Similarly, the

residual vectors are forced to be orthogonal and therefore,

linearly independent. The vector r(N) would be orthogonal to

all Èhe N previous residuat vectort (f(o) ,f(t ) ,...,r(*- t) 
)

and therefore, ¡(N) is forced to be the zero vector. The

solution is obtained when f(*)=9.
The solution of (2.1) is obtained in at most N iterations

due to the orthogonality relationships incorporated into the

algorithm. The algorithm is therefore a hybrid direct-iter-
ative process, meaning that the solution is attained in a

finite number of iterations like that of a direct solution

technique provid.ed Lhat no round-of f errors occur t 3I .

The new residuat,f(n*t)*uy be derived as follows:

The kth residual, from (2,5) is

(k)
SÔ

(k) (2.46)

(2.4'7 )

(2.48)

r Þ_

br

and

(k+ 1) s0
(k* 1)

Subtracting (2.46) from (?.47) results in

r (k+ 1) I
(k) -o,, Sp

KL
(k)

,(k+t) = r(k)

and

10

otsP-(k) (2.49)



The new direction vector, p (k+t ) , is formed by the

S-orthogonalization of the residual- vectors utilizing a suc-

cessive othogonalization process. The following orthogonal-

iz'ation process is shown by 14,444J to be identical to the

Gram-schmidt orthogonalization process. The direction vec-

tors have the form:

D
(0

( 2.50 )
)

I

(2)
P- I

r(

* ßrL

* 
ßoB

_ *(0)
-r

(2)

n(k*1) =,(k*1)

L(k) = r(k)

)
P-

1 ) (1)

(1)

(k-1)

( 2.51)

(2.52)

(2.s3)

(2.54)

* ßt-tP

(k)* ßtP

The p vectors must be S-orÈhogonal, i.e. .Pt,Spj>=0, i/j,
while the residual vectors must remain orthogonal,

.5i,rj>=0, ili. The p vectors represent (as nearly as pos-

sible) the directions of steepest descent of the error func-

tional (2.18) subject to the over-riding condition that they

are orthogonal with respect to S [5,142]. The constant, ßr,

11



is determined such Èhat p (o

For the kth direction vector

) is s-orthogonal with o(k+t¡.

'P-
(k)

, SP-
(k+1),

0

From (2.54)

(2.5s)

(2.56 )

(2 .57 )

(2. 58 )

(2.59)

(2.60)

.g(k) , sr (k+l ) *ßusn(k),

.g(u),gr(k*1)¡

0

* ßk<D
(k),5n(k)¡ = I

which is eguivalent to

Þ k

ß k

.p_(k),sr(k*1)¡
- dkfÐir.t

.gn(k),t(k*1),
- <sGIÐCl;

gk

Substituting (2.48) into (2.59) gives

,(k)_r(k+1)

otk !
t.

*k ,t(k*1),

<p [k) 
, Sg(k) >

."(k+1)-r(k),r(k*t),

' 
SP-<D¡-

(k

T2

(2.6r)



., (k+1),, (k*1) r-., (k), 
"(k*1 

),
ßk I

0k
(2.62)

(2 .67 )

1S ZerO
<r(k+1),r(k*1),

<D
¡tÉ

(k)
S¿

(k) 
>

(2.63)

In order to obtain a form of the algorithm r+hich minimizes

the storage reguirements for digital computer calculation,

an additional orthogonality relationship rnust be obtained.

The numerator of (2,42)

(2.64)

and noting that the

- 
.fct ) r*(k) >

second term in the numerator of. (2.62)

(2.65)

(2 .66)

ßk
I
0k

<r (k) ,¿(k),

is sought to be expanded. From (2.53)

p_(k) = l(k) * ßk_1L(k-1)

Substituting (2.65) into Q,64) results in

<r(k),p(u)> = <r(k),r(k)*ßo_rg(k-1)t

., (k) 
,g(k), tk (k))

ßn- ,'l(k 
) ,g(k- 

1) 
><r a >+

The second

funcL ion of

wirh ) /í,

term of

and

(2.67 ) is zero since p (k-t¡ is not a

therefore alt inner prodücts, .ri , ri >

wiII vanish. Therefore

kr

.r(k),g(k), = .t(k),t

13
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Utilizing (2.68), (2.42) nay be rev¡ritten as

"(k),"(k)'ak
.p_(k) , tp

(2.69)
(k) 

>

into (2.62) givesThus, substituting this result

.r(k*1),r(k*1), (2 ,7 0)

be summed up by eguations

(2.70) with p(o) -r(o) ini-

(2 .7 r)

(2 .7 2)

(i) (2.7 3)

ßr

Finally, the CG algorithm maY

(2 ,2) , (2 , 49) , (2 .54) , (2 .69 ) and

tially,

cx.
1

rr (i)

.r(u),r(k),

(i)>

.r(i*1),r(i)>

fi+1)
T.

<P- S¿
(i)>

,(i+1)=g(i)*or¿(t)

r (i) sg0,

(i)

1

ßi
<r(i),¡(i),

(2.7 4)

(i+1) 
= * ßiB

(i ) (z .7 5)
P-

i=0r1,2,...

The iteration may be terminated when the residual vector is

essentially the zeto vector.

The conjugate gradient method can obtain the solution to

a system of N simultaneous linear equations, S0=Þ (where S

- 14



is symmetric and positive def init.e), in at most N iterations
if no rounding errors exist. In practice, for large sparse

matrices, the solution is obtained in less than the N re-

quired amount of iteraLions. In this case, it is desirable

to check the residual vector to determine whether or not it
ís less than a specified criterion, rather than iterating to

the Nth step

15



Chapter I I I

THE PRECONDITTONED CONJUGÀTE GRADIENT METHOD

In the course of investigation, the CG method has exhibited

a slow convergence rate for some types of problems, al-though

some reports indicate that the method faired weII in the so-

lution of some iIl-conditioned finite difference problems

t6l. Kershaw 17,461 attributes the sLow behavior to prob-

lems where the system matrix has no multiple eigenvalues and

contains an even spread of eigenvalues between the maximum

and minimum eigenvalue. Jennings [8,218] also states that

slow convergence corresponds to a large number of sma1l but

distinct eigenvalues. However, if the system maÈrix con-

t,ains only scN distinct eigenvalues (N being the order of

the S-matrix), then the conjugate gradient method obtains

its solution in s-iterations 19,6621.

In order to combat the slow convergence problem, one

method (as suggested by Irons [9,661]) is to precondition or

pre-multipty equation (2.]) on both sides by a matrix of the

same order as S. The preconditioned rnatrix has the charac-

teristic of approxímating Lhe inverse of the S-matrix which

may (hopefully) better condition the orginal system of equa-

tions [10,157J. It is desirable not to spend much computa-

tional time calculating the preconditioned matrix but rather

16



to find an economical approximation Lo the inverse of the

S-matrix.

3.1 PRECONDTTTONING WTTH ÀN TNCOMPLETE CHOLESKY
ffi

A familiar process known as the Cholesky decomposition meth-

od decomposes a symmetric S-matrix into the product of an

upper and lower tríangular matrix. In order to save time,

an incomplete decomposition is perfomed such that the decom-

position is approximate, i.e. the resulting inverse of the

triangular matrices is approximate.3 The incomplete decompo-

sition has benefits both in hastening convergence of the

system and complementing the sparse storage scheme of Chap-

ter IV. The idea behind an incomplete decomposition is as

follows:

1. Calcu1ate an approximate inverse S-matrix by perform-

ing an incomplete Cholesky decomposition.

2. Pre-mult,iply (2.1) by this approximale inverse to the

system matrix and solve the resulting system using

the CG algorithm.

3. The resulting system will be "preconditioned", mean-

ing that convergence to the solution will depend on

the effectiveness of the approximate ínverse matrix.

Preconditioning has the effect of introducing multi-

ple eigenvalues which speed up the convergence of the

3 Àxelsson [11] states that an incomplete Cholesky factori-
zation is numerically stable.
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CG process. To illustrate, if one preconditoned by

the exact inverse, the result ing system eigenvalues

wouJd all be l, i.e. convergence would be attained

(trivially) in one iteration.

The Cholesky decomposition approach is used because it is

one of the most eff icient meÈhods for solving a symmetr ic

system of linear eguations [12]. The symmetric S-matrix is

decomposed to

c LL (3.1)T

where L

pr obl em

is lower triangular. Therefore, the solution to the

may be v¡ritten as

l-9-
(3.2)

In order to avoid a complete Cholesky decompositon, the

sparsity pattern for L is chosen to be the same as that for

S t7l. In other words, if an S(i,j) is non-zero, then and

onty then, is a corresponding L( i, j ) calculated. Therefore,

an L matrix would only require the same amount of Storage aS

the S-matrix (the S-matrix is stored in lower triangular

form since S is symmetric). À major problem with sparse ma-

trix techniques is that one must determine the amount of

storage needed to hold the factorized form t131. Since this

particular method has no fill-ins, its storage reguirements

can be easily determined. The decomposition may be explic-

(lT)-rL-Ib
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itly written as

c LL
T (3"3)

where E is an error matrix corresponding to the'missing'

entries of L which are exempted from caJculation. Perform-

ing this form of decomposition may be done efficiently with-

out requiring any signi f icant amounÈS of storage since no

fill-ins are calculated or stored. The incomplete decompo-

sition may be interpreted as coupling a given region within

the S-matrix most strongly to its nearest neighbors as ?n

approximation to the inverse matrix of the syStem, namely

S 
- I.

Àssuming that

S LL
T (3.4)

Sô=b may be rewritten as

Ir,- 
rs(r,T)-tl (lro) L (3.5)

+ E

b

Viewing the new system matrix as

S' may be viewed as an aPproximate

should make the CG convergence more

( 3.6 ) into eguat ion s (2.29) to ( 2. 33 )

ter with f(o) = Þ - sQ and P(o) - Kr(o)

.r(i),xr'(i),

.p-(t),sl(i)>

(3.6)

identity matrix which

rapid. Subst i tut ing

of the previous chaP-

[1], results in Ir]:

c L-rs(LT)-t

cr
1

19
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i+ 1)o(

,(i+1)

ß

o(i) * or¿(t)

r(i) - o.so(i)1L

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

( 3 .11 )

(3.12)

( 3.14 )

I

.r(i+t),r¡i*t;,

;Gt,KrTil;

,(i+1) = r, (i*1) * ßrp_(t)

where the matrix

( = (LLT)-l

In order to avoid the possiblity of negative sguare roots

which may appear in the LLr decomposition Í7,461, an LDLT

decomposition may be performed, i.e.

L.. = g.. 
(i-1)

-ji -¡Í-¡lrtittinott (3'13)

j=i,i+1,...,N

1
D l-1 

L
l_1

Therefore, K in equations ( 3.7 ) to ( g. fZ ) may be replaced

with

(= (rnr.T1_r (3.15)

The preconditioned matrix has the same sparsity as the S ma-
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trix, but the inverse of the preconditioned matrix is actu-

aIIy what is reguired for (3.15). In order to obtain

(lnlT1-r , the L-matrix is treated as (N-1) stacked factor

matrices (Àppendix B), and the inverse is the the product of

these factor matrices 1]-4,22-24J. The stacked matrix form

is convenient for the sparsity technique discussed in Chap-

ter IV. It is important to note, however, that since lhe

L-matrix is calculated wÍth the omission of fill-ins, the

product of all the factor mairices (i.e. the inverse) will
be approximate.

In tesÈing the preconditioned version of the CG algor-

ithm, âo improvement in the rate of convergence has been ob-

served. TypicalIy, the solution will converge within 
'Æ

CG iterations, (as tested for problem sizes ranging up to

10,000 unþnowns), as opposed Èo nearly N with the CG method

in its simplest form. The original CG algorithm is satis-

factory for problems in which the number of unknowns does

not exceed some interim value such as N=209 [15J.
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Chapter IV

CONJUGÀTE GRADIENT SPARSITY TECHNIOUN

One of the main points of this thesis involves

tion of a conjugate gradient (symmetric) Jinear

lution technique to solve large, sparse sets of

tions.

the applica-

equation so-

linear equa-

4.1 A MODIFIIED ZOLLENKOPF STORAGE SCHEME

To complement the conjugate gradient process, a Zollenkopf

storage scheme was chosen for the following reasons:

1. The ability to randomly access and construct a system

matrix without storing zero coefficients;
2. the scheme structure allows it to be efficienÈly mod-

ified for sparse symmetric storage;

3. the same storage scheme may be used to access the el-
ements of both the preconditioned L and S-matrices.

This feature provides an extremely economical (and

efficient) method of sÈorage for the largest of ma-

trices incurred; and

4 . computat i onal ef f ic iency i s inc reased by per formi ng

only non-trivial arithmetic operations, €.g. no mul-

tiplications by zero are performeC.
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The Zollenkopf sparse storage method, based on a Iinked-

list scheme, explained thoroughly by wexler 1I4,45-501,' is

outlined in the example below. The Zollenkopf Ìinked-lists
are modified to store Lhe symmetric matrix of Fig. I in a

Iower triangular form (rig. 2) , thus reducing the amount of

storage from N' Lo N(¡l+t)/2.

Figure 1: An example of a typical symmetric matrix.

INDEX CE i TAG LNXT LCOL

Figure 2¿ The example matrix stored (lower triangularly) in
a Iinked-1ist.

The vector CE contains the matrix of coefficients stored

columnwise; the parallel vector ITAG gives the row number of

the associated entry; the paralleI vector LNXT gives the lo-

cation of the next position of the next column entry; and
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the vector LCOL (of tength N) contains the location of the

sLart of each column. 'An LNXT(i)=0 signifies that no more

entries exist in that column.

The above vectors conLain the relevant information to re-

construct the above matrix without the storage of non-zero

matrix terms. Note too, that the ITAG, LNXT and LCOL vec-

tors are integer vectors, which require half the storage of

a floating point vector with the same length. }lhen the num-

ber of unknowns becomes large, the matrix is sparsely popu-

Iated with non-zero coefficients and the amount of storage

required by the auxiliary vectors ITAG, LNXT and LCOL would

be small by comparison. Note Èhat since the matrix is sym-

metric, only the lower triangular portion of the matrix is

actually stored, thus reducing the amount of sparse storage

by approximately haIf.
The Zotlenkopf storage scheme is quite flexible if an ad-

ditional entry is suddenly introduced. For example, consid-

er the element S(2,1) being replaced by a -1.1. The resulÈ

is depicted in Fig. 3.

Notice that the addition of a matrix entry corresponded to

changing a few pointers (*-above) without re-ordering the

lists. The random accumulation of the system matrix is ex-

tremely beneficial to finite diffi)rence and finite element

methods where it is usually convenient to construct the ma-

trix in an arbitrary fashion.
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TNDEX CE I TAG LNXT LCOL

I -1.1 2 5*

F i gure The linked-list after the introduction of a new
matrix entry.

4.2 PRECONDIT]ONING WITH ZOLLENKOPF SPARSTTY

The preconditioning of the S-matrix is atÈained quite

easily since t,he sparsity of the Cholesky L-matrix was cho-

sen to have the same sparsity as the S-matrix. The choice

for this parLicular sparsity pattern was chosen by Kershaw

1,71 and this thesis exploits this choice by conveniently us-

ing the Iinked-list vectors for a dual purpose: accessing

both the S and L matrices. The dual access feature results

in a storage saving no auxiliary Iinked-lists are re-

quired. The only drawback stems from the fact that the caI-

culation of a particular t(i,j) requires the search through

each column (k) to extract the correct row coefficient for

multiplication, for k=1 to (i-1) columns, (3.13) and (3.14).

This can be a serious problem since in practice, the amount

of time spent preconditioning rivals the time spent for the

CG method to iterate to the solution. This may be avoided

by emptoying yet a more crude approximation to the inverse.
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Variable ttindow Preconditioning

The use of a variable y¡indow method was implemented to re-

duce the searching times accompanying the calculation of the

preconditioned matrix. An incomplete factorization has the

advantage that it may be made as accurate as wanted [13] and

the variable window is a method that makes the precondi-

tioned matrix as accurate as required. The amount of time

regui red f or precondi t ion ing r.¡as f ound to be dependent upon

the topology of the S-matrix. Two types of matrix topolo-

gies which commonly arise from finite eLement field formula-

tions are the banded and arbitrary symmetric positive defi-
nite matrices.

Banded Positive Def inite Symmetric Svstem Matrix

Banded symmetric matrices often arise from finite difference

and finite element problems corresponding to special geome-

tries and tactical node-numbering schemes. Àn example of a

symmetric rnatrix is shown in Fig. 4 which is the result of a

linear 2-D finite element regular grid problem.

Reviewing equation (3.13), it r¡as noLed that the calcula-

tion of each t(j,i) corresponds to retrieving the previous

t(j,k) and L(i,k) terms for k spanning column I to column

(i-1). The matrix elements of interest in this calculation

are located in the row=i and row=j rows. Àlthough precondi-

tioning poses no problem when the matrix is fu1ly stored

(zero entries stored also), there are drawbacks to using a
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Row =i

Row =j

Figure 4z À banded sparse symmetric matrix.

sparsity linked-list scheme. The difficulty arises because

the linked-list vectors cannot access any S-matrix entry di-
rectly. One must scan down a chosen column, cohstantly

checking for the row location of a particular entry. Unfor-

tunately, a time consuming search down the column rnust be

performed to determine whether a particular entry lies in a

given row. However, a saving may be obtained by noting

that there are no contibutions to an t(j,i) preceding column

m (rig. 4). Therefore, eguation (3.13) may be modified to

be

Column
m

Column
I

1J

(i-1)
XL

k=i-1-e

q

(Minimum window size for
incomplete decomposition.)

(Bondwidth)BW

Lji

L¡i

--L¡t--
Vorioble

Window

--Ljk --

L S
J1
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j=i,i+l ,...,N
with

Exper imentat ion

teresting results.

new va r iable ,

chosen to be

(4.2)

g, led to some in-

the value

1

D..
1t_ L..

11

wi th the

If q was

(4.3)

where Bw is the bandwidth of the S-matrix, then an incom-

plete Cholesky decomposition would be performed identical to

Kershaw's method t7l (equivalent to choosing q=(i-z) ).

However, q was varied to the extent where some contributory

entries were purposely omitted. Two important points arose

from t.his test:

1. preconditioning was speeded up immensely; and

2. omission of these terms did not adversely affect the

convergence rate of the conjugate gradient algorithm.

During testing, q vlas chosen to be small, e.g. from 1 to

3, for the calculation of the L-matrix. Àlthough these val-

ues for q corresponded to a small window for the elimination

of roughly 90U of the matrix contributions into the summa-

tion of (4.1), the results were extremely favorable. The

re.sulting savings were due to minirnizing the t ime spent pre-

conditioning. The variable window factor, q, enabled pre-

conditioning to be performed quickly by omitting contributo-

ry col.umns and thus eliminating costly searches. The reason

. Bl{
U_,2
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as to why the windowed preconditioned matrix is satisfactory

for CG convergence may be due to the nearest neighbor

coupling and/or the diagonal dominance of the S-matrix which

enables a satisfactory approxímate inverse to be calcul-ated.

Àrbi t rarv Posit ive Definite Symmetric Svstem Mar,rix

Field problems involving arbitrarily sparse (symmetric) ma-

trices, an exampJ-e of which is depicted in Fig. 5, usually

arise when finite elements are applied to regions of irregu-

lar boundaries or when arbitrary element node-number ing

schemes are used.

Figure 5: Àn arbitrary sparse symmetric matrix.

Àt first glance, vâriable window preconditioning would

not appear to be applicable to an arbitrary sparse matrix

since "nearestn neighbor coupLing might be degraded. How-

ever, tests performed on arbitrary sparse matrices indicate

that the ident.ical method to calculate a variable window

ll¡.

Þ

I

i :.i''

I I ¡,-
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preconditioned natrix for banded matrices may be used suc-

cessfully. This result may suggest that diagonal dominance

may play a greater role in the calculation of a suitable ap-

proximate inverse necessary for the CG process as opposed to

neighboring row and column couplin9.

In summary, âI1 tests indicate that the variable window

preconditioning technique produces a satisfactory approxi-

mate inverse matrix (for CG) quickly and efficiently. This

particular scheme is ideally tailored to the Zollenkopf

linked-list storage scheme and eliminates costly (sparsity)

searches with no visible deterioration of CG convergence.

The variable window factor, together with the Zollenkopf

sparse stórage method, minimizes the amount of time required

to calculate preconditioned matrix.

4.3 STORAGE CONSI DERATI ONS

The Zollenkopf storage scheme permits the solution of large

sparse sets of tinear equations to be solved efficiently
while conserving the amount of computer storage due to
sparseness and symmetry. As an exampler Coltsider a typical

finite element system matrix of order N=500 with an average

of 9 entries per row, The amount of computer Storage neces-

sary for the fulL storage of the S-matrix (including the

zero terms) would be approximately 1 MByte. with the Zol-

Ienkopf scheme, the amount of storage required is approxi-

mately 40 KBytes including storage for the preconditioned
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matrix and linked-list vectors. Àlthough the full storage

rnode is convenient, the sparsity scheme enables very large
(sparse) systems to be solved in a reasonable amount of com-

puter memory.

ZolJ.enkopf sparsity storage also alIows for the (conven-

ient) random accumulation of entries into the system matrix.

The Iinked-list vectors are adjusted automatically with the

addition or insertion of any matrix entry. Re-ordering of

the linked-Iist vectors is unnecessary [16] since the

Iinked-Iist addressing scheme is easily built into the CG

algor i thm.

The most important aspect of the application of a Zollen-

kopf sparsity scheme to conjugate gradients arises from the

fact that the preconditioned matrix retains exactly the same

sparsity as the system matrix. This immediately allows the

same set of linked-1ist Zollenkopf vectors used to access

S-matrix entries to be used to access the preconditioned ma-

trix entries as well. Kershaw's choice for the precondi-

tioned maÈrix to retain the identical sparsity as the S-ma-

trix 17) provided the impetus to implement a sparse

Zollenkopf preconditioned conjugate gradient process, The

Iater development of a variable window preconditioning tech-

nique for the efficient calculation of the L-matrix led to a

more efficient conjugate gradient linear equation solver.
The total amount of computer memory required for the in-

complete Cholesky conjugate gradient method depends on Lwo
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parameters; N, the number of unknowns, and NR, the average

number of non-zero entrÍes per S-matrix rov¡. Assuming that

integer vectors require two bytes of storage while real vec-

tors rêquire four, the amount of computer storage required

is approximaÈeIy

store ã # (3NR + tl) (Kbytes) (4.4)

Equation (4.4) includes the storage required by the linked-

Iist vectors (including t) and five vectors of length N from

equations (3.7) to (¡.ff) íncluding the vector formed by the

multiplication of S with Lhe direction vector. In addition,

the b vector is assumed to be stored in the residual vector

initially.
The Zollenkopf sparsity Lechnique coupled with the conju-

gate gradient method provides a practical solution technique

to tackle large sparse sets of simultaneous linear equa-

tions.
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Chapter V

FINITE DTFFERENCE AND FTNITE ELEMENT MODELLING
TECHNI QUES

In this thesis, a major emphasis has been pJ.aced on the ap-

plication of preconditioned congjugate gradients for the so-

lution of sparse linear systems of finite difference and fi-

nite element equations originating from the discretization

of elliptic partial differential equations. Chandra [1? ]

points out that the conjugate gradient method is suitable

for the solution of linear systems arising from these meth-

ods. Some of the more common types of partial differential

equations of th; el1 iptic class, namely the Laplace and

Poisson eguations, are considered here.

5.1 FINITE ÐIFFERENCE MÀTRTX ÀCCUMULÀTION

Consider a generaJ.

(rig. 6) where the

equat i on ,

two-d imen s i ona 1

potential f ield

boundary value problern

is governed by Laplace's

-vto = o

or more explicitly ( in Cartesian coordinates),

(5.1)

(s.2)_a'o_
âx2

In order to model the region of Fig. 5 v¡ith f inite di f f er'

a,.e.

àY2
0
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Dirichlet Boundory

f(s)=g(s) n

s

R
\

iffe ô+renpe
r."

Mixed Boundory

fo(s)é(s)=m(s)

where h is the

The addition of

e

(fixed)

(¡.S) and

Neumonì...-finjtffi;àä; --q òperoto n

ôór.+l =h(s)dn ls

FÍgure 6 À boundary value problem with finite difference
discretization.

ences, Laplace's equation (5.2) must be discretized. The

discretization is performed by assuming a Taylor series ex-

pansion for O . Assuming a one-dimensional expansion,

, 
"2 

tt

0i*t=0i*hói.ï0r+... (5.3)

oi_r=oi-hoi.*i;- (s,4)

distance between the node points.

(5.4) produces

Ôi*l * 0i-1 = Zþ¡* h'Oi * O(h2) (s.s)

where O(h2 ) denotes the error due to the truncation of the
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high-order derivative terms. Re-arranging (S. S) and ignor-

ing the error term,

0
(5.6)

h2

results in an expression for the second derivative. Extend-

ing (5.6) to the two-dimensional case with the substitution

of ( 5.5 ) into ( 5.2 ) using double subscripts results in

-0i-r, j -Qi,¡ *1*40i,i -Qi*t, 
i 
-Öi, 

i -t 0

ll 0i-t-2Qi*ot*r

ói ,.¡* I

ói*1, ¡

1

(5.7)

Equation (5.7) corresponds to the application of Laplace's

equation to the interior of fig. 6, The Laplacian finite

difference operator is shown in Fi9. 7.

v

j

h

i-t, j

h

+ i,i

ói,¡-r

Figure 7z The five-Point
operator.

x

Laplacian f inite difference

À Dirichlet boundary condtion requires a modification to

f ive-point operator. Cons;íder

(5.8)þi+1,¡ = 8 (s)

where g(s) is a known boundary polential. Equation (5.7) is
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modified (via the substitution of (5.8) into (5.7) ) to be

-0i, j -i-0i,¡*1*4Ói, j-0i,j-1 = 8(s) (5.e)

I f one considers the applicat ion of equat ions ( 5.7 ) and

(5.9) to a Dirichlet boundary value problem with equi-dis-

tant nodes, the result is a linear system of equations hav-

ing the form

SFb (s.10)

where S is symmetric and positive definite and b consists of

Di r ichlet source terms.

The finite difference technique also has applications for

different types of boundary conditions, namely of the Neu-

mann and mixed ,type. These boundary conditions produce a

non-symmetric system matrix and the form of the conjugale

grad i ent algor i thm cannot be used. However , i f equat i on

(5.10) is multiplied by the system transpose matrix, i.e.

T
S s9. = sTu (5.11)

the resulting system can be solved by the conjugate gradient

algorithm. This is possible because the product of S with

its transpose results in a symmetric positive definite ma-

trix (Appendix B). Àlthough the nrrltiplication of a matrix

by its transpose is a costty computationaJ process, Beaubien

l18l had developed a symmetric thirteen-point symmetric fi-

nite difference operator which is numerically equivalent to
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(5.11). This operator has the benefit of accumulating the

(symmetric) system matrix directly without, excessive storage

requirements, especially for the case of large sparse sys-

tems. For these large matrices, the density of the non-zero

terms is approximately doubled, however, only the lower tri-
angular portion need be stored with the sparsity scheme men-

tioned previously.

5.2 THE FINITE ETEMENT METHOD

The finite element method is a numerical technique whereby a

continuum problem, whose field behavior is governed by a

partial differential equation, is discretized resulting in a

large number of simultaneous linear equations. For the La-

placian and Poisson partial differential equations, the set

of linear equations turns out to be symmetrical, enabling

the use of the conjugate gradient method. The finite ele-

ment formulation has many benefits for the soluÈion of the

continuum problem. One advantage is the ease of accommodat-

ing Dirichlet boundaries regardless of the geometry of the

problem. AIso, curved boundaries may be approximated using

specialized elements; a task much more cumbersome with fi-
nite differences. Ànother advantage involves governing the

topology of the system S-matrix through elemlnt layout for

solution schemes dependent on matrix topologies. GeneraIly,

the ftexibility of the finite element method makes it a de-

sirable favorite over finite differences.
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The Va riational Àpproach

The variat.ional approach is explained by Wexler [14] and

briefly discussed here with particular attention to the ma-

trix accumulation of the finite element method. Consider an

elliptic second order partial differentia] equation that

corresponds to a f ield di str ibut ion. Generally,

L0=f (5.12)

where L denotes a linear operator,

f(;), the known source distribulion.

the Laplacian form,

L = -V.rcVó (5.13)

within an inhomgeneous, isotropic medium' rc being the perme-

ability or permittivity of the medium. The boundary condi-

tions are of the form:

0(s) = g(s) ( 5.14 )

&_

( i ) the solut ion and

Àgain, let L assume

= h[s) (s.1s)

!E + o(s)ô(s) = m(s) (5.16)

known as the Dirichlet, Neumann, and rnixed boundary condi-

tions, which may be applied separately over segments on the

boundary for a closed region.

0

ân
S

ân
S
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The

doma i n

integral inner

of the operator

product of u and v (functions

t) is defined to be

(u,v) = ,lo uu* de

in the

(5.li)

where R corresponds

complex conjugate.

considered so that

to an enclosed region

For simplicity, only

and * denotes the

the real case is

(urv) uv dQ
(s.18)

R

Considering a scalar

be self-adjoint, i.e
fie}d, the operator L can be shown to

(Lu, v ) (u, Lv) (5.1e)

and positive definite, i.e.

(Lu,u)>0 rulO
(Lu,u)=0 ,u=0

(5.20)

when u and v satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions and are

sufficiently differentiable but are otherwise arbitrary
(with the exception to the application of a totally homoge-

neous Neumann boundary) [14]. If the (linear) operator L

can be shown to be self-adjoint and positive definite under

homogeneous boundary conditions, the minimization of the

I
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functional

P= (10,0) - (0,f) - (f,0) ( s. 21 )

may be attained for the 0 which is the solution to (5.12)

119,6/71. A modification of (5.21) to include inhomogeneous

Neumann boundary conditions after the substitution of ( 5.13 )

into ( 5.21 ) results in

r = /n QV.rcvQ do - 2/R Or da - zl c Qh ds (5.22)

Using Green's identity, (5,22) becomes

r = /n rcvQ.vQ d0 - 2/R of dCI - zlc sh ds (5.23)

This functionat is valid for inhomogeneous Dirichlet (by

fixing the boundary nodes to their stated potential) and

Neumann boundaries (where specified) and furnishes the homo-

geneous Neumann boundary condition where no other boundary

conditions are specif ied.

The next step is to minimize the functional (5.23) and

obtain the solution, 0 À direct method for minimizing the

functional is known as the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this

procedure, Lhe unknown 0(f) may be approximated as a Jinear

combination of interpolation functions or(i) and node-point

(discretized) field values 0i, i.e.

T0o(i) = ds

- 40
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where A and q are column vectors [ 20,5-43 ] . The

interpo).ation (shape) functions are usually polynomials with

the requirement that oi (-r) has a unit value at its associat-

ed node (at i, ) and vanishes at all other nodes lfa]. The

substitution of (5.24) into (5.23) yields

r = d/n rvg.vJ dCIo - zdJn gr da - zt Ic gh ds (5.25)

The integrand of the first integral of (5.25) has the form

of a square matrix, S, whose typical entry is

Sij = /p "Vo..VordQ (5.26)

The two remaining integrals combine to form a column vector,

Þ, with entries such as

bi = Jn arf dCI * f ç arh as (5.27)

Therefore, the functional of (5.25) is a matrix equation

having the form

p = Elsó - zdq (b.z8)

To find the Q which minizes F, the derivative of F with re-

spect to O is performed Yielding

¿P = 2sQ-- rdÞ= o (5.29)
ð0

result ing in

s0 = b (5.30)

\l (JJ
lTt
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where S is a symmetric' positive definite matrix, which also

has the property of being guite sparse. The resulting set

of equations are then quite easily solved with the conjugate

gradient process.

5.3 CG MOÐIFICATTON FOR DIRTCHLET BOUNDÀRY CONDITIONS

Ultimately, a finite element formulation must resort to the

modification of the S'matrix to transfer the Dirichlet nodes

to the b vector, thus reducing the S-matrix size. This may

prove to be a costly procedure and a way to avoid the node

transferal was suggested by Irons.' The procedure involves

no re-dimensioning of the S-Matrix, but only a modification

to the diagonaL elements of the matrix and corresponding Þ

vector. Consider

0 = g(s) ( 5.31)1

the known DirichleL potential. if the corresponding entry

on the diagonal of the S-matrix, S(i,i) is relatively smalI,

this diagonal entry may be replaced by an entry, H, where H

is 4 or 5 orders of magnitude greater than the value of the

original entry. Àt the same time, the b(i) entry is re-

The first integrand of (S,ZS) contained a row by column
vector multiplication where the row vector rdas the trans-
pose of column vector, thus obtaining a square symmeÈric
matrix.

Wexler.
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placed with

This process

nal terms of

the diagonal

bt = s(s)H (s.32 )

has the effect of de-emphasizing lhe off-diago-

the particular row and p).aces more emphasis on

term. Consider the ith equation explicitLy

til Ót + + t:.:-0 i ++ bS
ir.,-ÔN

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.3s)

I

Since the off-diagonal terms

diagonal term, (5.33) may be

where e

ing the

are smaLl in comparison to the

written as

tii0i * e b
1

is the error term. Sol-ving (S.g+) for ö(i) ignor-

err.or term results in
b

0i
Ì

S
11

Substituting (5.32) into (5.35) produces

b.
o, = *.= e(,:-)H = s(s) (5.36)

- ri r-r

the desired Dirichlet potential.

The Irons technique requires little time to perform and

reduces the program complexity in comparison to the trans-

fe.ral of the Ðirichlet nodes to the right hand vector. The

trade-off is reflected in the accuracy of the val.ue for the

Di r ichlet potent ial obta ined. The Iarger H becomes , the

better the accuracy of the potential.
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5,4 CG SOLUTION FOR THE *PURET NEUMÀNN PROBLEM

The ability to solve the pure Neumann problem presents a

problem to many linear equation solution techniques. This

occurs because the system matrix is singular and not readily

solvable by direct solution techniques. However, Forsythe

and wasow fz:-,240,376-377 I state that the Successive over-

Relaxation method (S.O.R.) can solve the Neumann system of

equations and produce a solution which is correct r.¡ith re-

spect to an arbitrary additive constant.

When the Neumann problem is solved with the precondi-

tioned conjugate gradient method, the result is equivalent

to the S.O.R. solution (to within an additive constant).

5.5 OBTATNING OUI CK CONVERGENCE WITH À STRATEGIC STÀRTING
SOLUTION

In problems that require the successive solution to a linear

system of equations, ê.9. nonlinear magnetic field problems,

a di rect solut ion technique i s often impract ical " The

amount of work involved in inverLing a matrix requires a

large amount of computational time' especially if many stag-

es are required. The conjugate gradient method has an ad-

vantage in this aspect since the solution from the previous

stage may be used as the startíng point for the current

s1;age. This means that the new solution may require only a

few iterations for convergence (much less than starting with

an arbitrary starting vector) with significant time savings,

as opposed to inverting the current syslem matrix, as is the

case with a direct solution technique.
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In some nonlinear problems, the topology of Lhe system

matrix remains unchanged from stage to stage (while the vaI-

ues of the maLrix entries change). Since the sparsity pat-

tern remains constant, there is no need to reconstruct the

Iinked-list vectors for the new matrix at each stage. The

contents of the S-matrix are zeroed and the new entries are

accumulated into the (old) zeroed positions. This technique

is more efficient than rebuilding the linked-list vectors at

each matrix accumulation stage. For these problems, precon-

ditioning at each stage may be avoided and performed after

several nonlinear iterations. It may be possible that the

previously calculated preconditioned matrix is sufficient
for the CG process after several nonlinear iterations pro-

vided the system matrix does not change radically at each

iteration. Eliminating the preconditioning step at each

nonlinear stage results in a time savings.
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Chapter

EXAMPLES OF FIELD SOLUTIONS

VI

This chapter provides some examples of the use of conjugate

gradients for the solution of field problems arising from

finite difference and finite element formulations. The ex-

amples that foIlow exemplify three different properties of

conjugate gradients Èhat are discussed in this thesis:

1. The speed of the sparse CG method in comparison with

another well-known sparsity technique;

2. The effect of the windowed preconditioning factor on

the convergence of the CG method for arbitrary sparse

symmetric sysÈems of linear equations; and

3. The ability of the conjugate gradient method to solve

a sínguJ-ar system of linear equations resulting from

a finite element pure Neumann boundary value problem.

6.1 2_D FTNTTE DIFFERENCE REGULÀR GRID PROBLEM

Consider a homogeneous square region with Dirichlet boundary

conditions (rig. 8). Since the regular grid tested employed

a simple node-numbering scheme, the system matrix represent-

ing Lhe resulting set of linear equations is banded and sym-

metric.
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difference problem with Dirichlet
conditions.

Figure 8: À f inite
boundary

c omDar I son of ICcG with ZoI len kopf Bi-Factorisation

À comparison between a sparse, symmetric Zollenkopf bi-fac-

torisation routine (SYMPAK) (Àppendix g) and the incomplete

cholesky conjugate gradient method was performed for a varl-

able number of unknowns within the region of Fig' 8' The

test was performed with a nearly identical vector storage

allocation since both techniques are based on a zolrenkopf

Iinked-list sparsity storage scheme. The identical vector

storage requirements would also ensure (approximately) the

same amount of computational overhead involved in accessing

and passing vectors between program subroutines. This test

was chosen to provide a fair comparison with two sparsity

techniques as opposed to a comparison with a direct matrrx

inversion method. The testing v¡as done on an ÀMDAHL 470/VB

computer using FORTRAN.
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Figure 9: The scalar
di f ference

potential field for the finite
problem.

The

lem

resulting field solution for the finite difference prob-

is shown in Fig. 9.
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The soJution times for the SYMPAK and ICCG methods are de-

picted in Fig. 10. Curve A corresponds to the SYMPÀK solu-

tion time while curve B corresponds to the ICCG solution.

The SYMPÀK program was not run for a number of unknowns be-

yond N=2500 due to storage exhaustion while ICCG s¡as able to
solve a problem containing 10,000 unknowns for the same

storage allocation. The storage requirements are different

since the Zollenkopf bi-factorisation technique produces

fill-ins which require a greater storage alLocation (appen-

dix B).

O

A B

,O

o'
NUHBEB gF UNKNOI.INS (N)

Figure 11: À logarithmic plot of the solution time versus
N
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In order to establish a relationship

time and the number of unknowns (N) for

corresponding log-1og plot is presented

sults of Fig. 11 indicate that ICCc

between the solution

the two methods ,, the

in Fig. 11. The re-

has a solution time
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which is proportional to N(1'5) while SYMtrAK has a relation-

ship proportionar to N(r'zs)

oõ

25
ER OF UNKNOI.INS

r5 LO
(N) x1

D. 002B
NUH

F i gure 12z The number of Iccc iterations versus the number
of unknowns.

Fig. 12 demonstrates the number of iterations required

for the ICCG process to converge for various sizes of N'

The result indicate that the number of iterations needed for

the method to converge is approximateiyÁ'

The results of this test indicate that the Iccc method

has a definite time savings advantage as well as a more ef-

fective storage scheme than thre Zollenkopf bi-factorisation

method.
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6 2 2-D FTNITE-ELEMENT PROBLEM

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Two FEM problems r','ith arbitrarily numbered
nodes.

Consider a two-dimensional finite efement field problem for

the solution of LapLace's equation which contains an arbi-

trary node numbering scheme such as those of Fig.13 [23].

The resulting system matrix will be symmetric, positíve def-

inite and arbitrarily sparse (fig. 14), since the sparsity

pattern is directly related to the node-numbering scheme.

Windowed Preconditioninq of an Àrbitrar Symmetric Matrix

This test is designed to determine the effect of varying the

window factor used for the preconditioning technique. In

Chapter IV, it was shown that choosing q=(i-2) for equation

(4.1) was "qui.r"lent 
to performing a "Kershawn Chotesky de-

composition, but any other value would produce an even less

j
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Figure14:ThematrixsparsityofthetwoFEMproblems.

accurate decomposition. For banded matrices, it was noted

lhat the window factor could be varied in proportion to the

bandwidth of the matrix (or Less) with the rate of the ICCG

convergence equivalent to using Q=I (the most inaccurate

factor íza:-ion). However, for arbitrary sparse matrices

where there is no distinguishabre bandwidth, a variable win-

dow factor wiIl produce a less accurate factorization (since

some contributory s-matrix terms are purposely omitted).

since it is desirable to minimize the calculation of the

preconditioning matrix, the window factor for the finite el-

ement problems was varied from q=l to q=(i-2) '

The results from varying the window factor are shown in Fi9'

15.FromFig.15,itmaybeseenthatkeepingthewindow
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Figure 15: The solution time versus the variable window
fac tor .

factor to a minimum reduces the amount of time spent precon-

ditioning with no adverse effects to solution convergence.

The amount of iterationS necessary for convergence for the

two problems of fi9. 13 remained constant for the compJete

range of window factors, and any time savings were due to

the window factor monitoring the preconditioning process.

From the results, one may concLude that a snall window

factor is suff icient for determining an adequate precondi-

toned matrix for the conjugate gradient process. The small-

er window factor reduces the searching required for sparse

preconditioning, realizing a savings in the overall solution

time with little or no perturbations to the number of itera-

tions required for the conjugate gradient process to con-

ve r9e

o
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ts
f
J
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6.3 3-D FINITE-ELEMENT PROBLEM

This example is one that is typical of geophysical techni-

ques where a subsurface scalar electric potential need be

determined. The applications may range from the detection

of ore bodies, oil and gas deposits or the effects of ground

current return paths of DC transmission Iines 122J. The

probJ.em that is considered deals with Èhe effects of a pipe-

Iine which is situated in the path of a ground return line
for a high voltage DC transmission line.
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Figure 16: A three-dimensional FEM representation of
underground strata.
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The underlying strata have conductivities that have been

previously determined (fi9. 16). The return ground current

is modelled by the injection of current at two sites on the

surface¡ representing the ground electrodes. In the finite
element formulation, the resulting set of Iinear equations

turns out to be singular. This poses a problem for many di-
rect solution techniques since they are unable to solve the

resulting singular system matrix. The conjugate gradient

process, however, has the ability to solve the singular sys-

tem of linear equations in much the same l¡ay that S.O.R.

solves this system. The resulting field plot for the vari-
ous layers is depicted in Fig. 17,
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Chapter VI I

CONCLUSTONS ÀND RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis has shown that the incomplete Cholesky conjugate

gradient method is an efficient technique for the solution

of sparse sets of (symmetric) ]inear equations. The incom-

plete Cholesky decomposition process served to accelerate

the convergence of the CG method and was shown to be stable

for a wide range of problems and a large number of unknowns.

The introduction of a Zollenkopf Iinked-Iist sparsity

scheme into the CG algorithm increased both the storage and

computational efficiency. The computational efficency was

further improved by the inÈroduction of the variable window

Èechnique inLo the preconditioning computation. The vari-

able window factor was shown to be stable for the ICCG pro-

cess when the system matrix is diagonally dominant, whether

it be banded or otherwise. In addition, the storage and

computational savings of the sparsity scheme are ideal for

the solution of medium-sized problems on smaller, memory re-

stricted computers.

The ICCG method was shown to be effective for a wide

range of eJ-ectric field problems involving finite element

and finite difference formulations. The Dirichlet boundary

conditions occurring in a finite element problem are easily
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accommodated. Also, ICCG was able to obtain a solution for

the pure Neumann problem, i.e. the solution to a singular

system of linear equations. The Neumann problem cannot be

solved by direct inversion solution techniques.

In the case of multi-iterative (e.g. nonlinear magnetic)

problems, which require successive system matrix soLutions,

the solution from the previous iteration may be used as a

starting estimate to the current system of equations. As a

result, the solution to this system of equations would be

attained much faster since the starting estimate is near the

solution point for the current system matrix. For problems

where the system matrix topology remains unchanged from one

iteration to the next, a further saving may be realized by

not rebuilding the linked-list vectors af+.er each matrix ac-

cumulation. For these problems, preconditioning need not be

performed at each iterative step, resulting in yet another

time saving,

The ICCG method does not sLore any true form of the in-

verse system matrix. If problems arise where several source

(right-hand) vectors require solutions for the same matrix,

ICCG would have to iterate right from the beginning for each

vector. For this situation, it is reccommended that one em-

ploy a scheme such as ilollenkopf bi-factorisation, which re-

tains the inverse matrix form.

The Zollenkopf sparsity method as presented is not ideal-

Iy appropriate for specialized parallel compuÈer hardware.
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Much of the information is scattered throughout the linked-

list vectors (due to the random accumulation of matrix en-

tries). Since parallel techniques usually require a rigidly
ordered data structure, âD implementation using the Zo1len-

kopf storage scheme would tikely be complex and subject to

significant overhead costs. The original ICCG form though

quite vectorízable (it ful1 storage for the matrices is as-

sumed), would not be feasible for the solution of large ma-

trices due to storage Iimitations. The exception may be the

banded matrix. A parallel scheme may be implemented such

that operations may be performed block-sparsely, thus reduc-

ing the amount of main store.

In dealing with nonsymnetric system matrices I a scheme

may be developed similar to one implemented by Beaubien [18]

making use of the fact that a matrix multiplied by its
transpose results in a symmetric, positive definite matrix.

It may be possible to develop a finite eJement matrix accu-

mulation scheme which enters the correct terms into the

transposed product matrix on a point accumulative basis

rather than brute force multiplication of the system matrix.

A side-effect due to the multiplication by the transposed

matrix produces a system which is more i1l-conditioned than

the original system matrix. I¡t this case, the ICCG (symme-

tric) method can still be used to solve the resuLting set of

equaL i ons .
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Àppendix A

VECTOR ALGEBRA ÀND IDENTITIES
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1. Inner (scalar) product of two vectors x and y

< l,L> = fl (À.r)

I f y_=I then <x , x> > 0 and (x , ¡)=S

2. Symmetric Identit for an inner

i f I=0.
product of two vec-

(e.z)

(A.3)

(À.4)

defined to be

satisfies

tors I and y.

<xrf = <IrIÌ

3. Bi-linear Property of vector inner products.

.("1I1*u2!ì,t = "1.11,)'l 
* uzt\z,t

for any real numbers ar and b2.

4, Orthoqonal Vectors. Two vectors are orthogonal if

4v

5. S-Ort hoo onal vectors. The vector P is
withS-orthogonal if the inner Product E

<l,P = o

<f,Sg> = I plq

6. Vector Differentiation. Let v

vectors, with

b and c

(A.5)

be column

.Ty=Þc (A.6)
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Then,

ây â (bTc) âbT à.7j= -- = - C. - b
âa âa ða âa

(A.7)
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Appendix B

MATRIX PROPERTIES
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I Positive Definite Matrix. À matrix is positive defi-
nite if it satisfies the property

<Su,u> > 0 V U (s.r)

and

<Suru) = 0 u=0 (8.2)

Self-Àdioint Property for Matrices. The matrix S is

self-adjoint if it satisf ies the following property

u, SP (8.3)

Expanding (e.¡) results in

T^ T^Tv5u=v5u (s.+)

Therefore, S is self-adjoint if and only if S is sym-

rnetric.

3. Symmetrizinq a Non-Svmmetric System of Linear Egua-

tions. À non-symmetric matrix system of linear equa-

tions nay be pre-multiplied by its matrix transpose

to produce a symmetric positive definite system of

1ínear equations, providing the matrix is nonsingu-

1ar. Cons ider

t,lT¡,lx

2

(Su,v> = q

= MTq (s.s)
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The system matrix is syrnmetric since

T
M(M M)

To establish positive definiteness, consider

The transposed form of (8.7) is

T

Pre-multiplying (8.7) by the transpose resuJts in

tttnl" = Àl,,lTl

MT
T (8.6)

(8.7)

(B.B)

(8.9)

Àx

Àx

MX

t'tt =

Taking the scalar vector product of (8.9) with x and

expanding produces

t'rtr. = r ("lnr)* ( B. 10 )

Substituting (8.8) into lhe quantity in parenthesis

of (8.10) produces

*TMTM* = À2<x,x) (B.rl)

Sinc

prod

defi

LDL

e the right-hand side of (g.ff) is positive, the

uct of M with its transpose is therefore positive

nite.
4 Factorization for Symmetric Matrices. À symme-

tric nonsingular matrix of order N may be factored as

S=LDLT

65
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r¡he re L

D is a

1 The

is a unique unit lower triangular matrix and

diagonal matrix. Consider the matrix of Fig.

factorized L and D matrices are

þ- þ=

The inversion of the i-matrix is easily obtained as a

product of (N-f ) L rnatrices. Each column of the L

matrix corresponds to a factored inverse i matrix

of order N containing this column (witt¡ its terms

negated), ones on the diagonal, and zeros elsewhere.

The inverse of L, in its product form is given by

L-r (1) (8.13)

or more explicitly,

100
010
0 -.5 1

.5 -.5 -.2

0
0
0
I

0
0
I
2

0
1
0
0

I
0
0
0

4

0

0

0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
I

0 0 0l2 o 0l
o 2.5 0 Io o.4l

i(3);(2);

-t
!

0
0
I
0

*
0
I
5
5

tå
Ls

*
0 0 0l
10 0l
0101o o 1l

lr

LI

5. Bi-Factorisation Method for Systems of Linear Eoua-+

tions. This is a factorization technique whereby a

matrix, S, is decomposed via a column and row elimi-

nation operation. Given

(8.14)

a column and row elimination is equivalent to a pre-

bAx
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mulÈiplication of S by a

post-multiplication of S

column and row operation

matrix, L, and similarLy, a

by R. Performing the first
is equivalent to

L(1)AR(1) (8.15)

ma-

(8.17)

and

The elimination of the subsequent coJumn'and row is

represented as

l(N)l(N-l)...¡(1)nn(1)...R(N-1)R(N) (8.15)

such that (9.f0) is equivalent to the identiÈy

trix,

ILAR

where

R=R 
(t) 

R
(z)

(N) (N-t¡I -1!-IJ L

(N-t) (N)
R R

L(2) L(1)

Therefore, from (8.17 )

RL (8.18)

and

x RLb (8.19)

where each factored matrix L(i) and n(i) are trivial-
ly inverted [14]. This method is employed in the

SYMPÀK package for the solution of simultaneous equa-

tions l2a) which employs a Zollenkopf linked-list
sparsity scheme.

A
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